How Neurocognition and Social Cognition Influence Functional Change During Community-Based Psychosocial Rehabilitation for Individuals with Schizophrenia
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The purpose of this study was to assess how neurocognition and social cognition were associated with initial functional level and with rates of functional change in intensive community-based psychosocial rehabilitation interventions that have been shown to yield significant functional change for individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. We also examined how service intensity was associated with rates of change and whether it served as a moderator of the relationship between functional change and both neurocognition and social cognition. The sample consisted of 125 individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder who were recruited upon admission to 1 of 4 community-based psychosocial rehabilitation facilities and were followed prospectively for 12 months. One hundred and two subjects completed the 12-month protocol. The findings suggested that (i) the initial level of psychosocial functioning was related to both social cognition and neurocognition at baseline, (ii) when significant rehabilitative change occurs, higher neurocognition and social cognition scores at baseline predicted higher rates of functional change over the subsequent 12 months, (iii) greater service intensity was related to higher rates of improvement in functional outcome over time, and (iv) service intensity moderated the relationship between neurocognition and social cognition and the rates of functional change at a trend level. These findings have relevance to our understanding of the heterogeneity in functional rehabilitative outcomes, to our understanding of the conditions of rehabilitative change and for the design of psychosocial interventions in the community.
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Introduction

Many community-based rehabilitation programs for individuals with schizophrenia have developed intensive services designed to support and maintain changes in community functioning.1–4 While findings from controlled effectiveness studies have led to optimism that we can develop community-based psychosocial interventions to improve the lives of individuals with schizophrenia, the most consistent success from these intervention models has been in the clinical outcomes of reducing relapse and hospitalization, as well as related improvements in housing stability.2,3,5–7 Rehabilitative success in other major psychosocial functioning areas such as social, vocational, and independent living domains has been limited in several ways. First, the functional changes do not consistently occur; second, there is wide individual variation and heterogeneity in rehabilitation outcomes from even effective programs; and third, most functional gains do not last when the intervention ends.2–14 Given our modest success in establishing and maintaining functional outcomes from community-based psychosocial rehabilitation services, it has been argued that we must increase our knowledge about individual responsiveness to psychosocial rehabilitation as well as the factors that underlay this heterogeneity in outcomes.2,6,15,16

In this regard, recent research has found a relationship between neurocognition and functional outcomes for individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies.17–19 Neurocognitive capacities, such as episodic memory, secondary/working memory, vigilance, and executive functioning in particular, have been related to social and work aspects of community functioning and to social skill acquisition in inpatient rehabilitation interventions. The findings are reasonably consistent in showing that neurocognition is a rate-limiting factor for functional change. One recent study20 also found that neurocognition was related to outpatient service use and suggested that service use might moderate the impact of neurocognition on functional outcomes. This moderation would be indicated by a change in
the relationship between neurocognition and functional outcome contingent on different levels of service intensity.

Another underlying construct, social cognition, has recently emerged as a focus of interest in studying functional outcomes in schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{21-23} It has been shown to have both direct and indirect impact on cross-sectional and prospective functional outcomes.\textsuperscript{19,24} Its utility as a target for intervention has also been recently addressed.\textsuperscript{25} While its relationship to neurocognition is not yet fully understood, social cognition appears to be empirically linked to neurocognition, and it is emerging as an important factor in the understanding of functional outcome.

There are, however, some notable limitations in this literature. First, most of the research on neurocognition and responsiveness to psychosocial interventions has been done in inpatient settings.\textsuperscript{21} The generalization of this knowledge to community-based rehabilitation settings is needed as this is where most rehabilitation services are delivered. Second, a small number of studies have shown that posttreatment vocational success was correlated with baseline measures of neurocognition,\textsuperscript{26,27} but no studies have examined neurocognitive variables as predictors of the rate of functional rehabilitative change during community-based treatment. Third, social cognition has not been examined as a predictor of responsiveness to rehabilitative interventions. Therefore, missing from this literature is an examination of how social cognition and neurocognition contribute to change during intensive community-based psychosocial rehabilitation interventions that are designed to enhance functional outcomes in the community.

Fourth, given that the character of services (such as service intensity) has been related to functional rehabilitative outcomes,\textsuperscript{28,29} there also needs to be an examination of whether service intensity influences the relationships between neurocognition, social cognition, and functional outcome so that the mechanisms and conditions of rehabilitative change can be better understood. For example, when significant rehabilitative change occurs, higher service intensity could mask the relationship between neurocognition and functional change, thus suggesting that rehabilitation services “work against” or neutralize the impact of neurocognitive deficits on functional outcome. On the other hand, higher service intensity could be associated with a stronger relationship between neurocognition and functional change, suggesting a mechanism whereby rehabilitation services potentiate or “work with” neurocognitive capacity to improve functional outcome. The moderating influences of service intensity could also apply to the relationship between social cognition and functional outcomes.

The purpose of this study was to assess how neurocognition and social cognition were associated with initial functional level and with rates of functional change in intensive community-based psychosocial rehabilitation interventions that have been shown to yield significant functional change for individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{21,22} We also examined how service intensity was associated with rates of change and whether it served as a moderator of the relationship between functional change and both neurocognition and social cognition.

The following hypotheses were tested on a sample of individuals diagnosed in the schizophrenia spectrum, who were beginning intensive community-based psychosocial rehabilitation. (1) Better neurocognition and social cognition scores at baseline will be significantly associated with higher levels of initial functional status. (2) Better neurocognition and social cognition scores at baseline will be associated with higher rates of functional rehabilitative change over 12 months. (3) Higher service intensity will be related to higher rates of functional rehabilitative change. (4) Service intensity will moderate the relationship between both neurocognition and social cognition and subsequent functional change, with 2 competing types of moderation proposed: (a) a compensatory moderation where higher service intensity will be associated with a weaker relationship between baseline neurocognition, social cognition, and subsequent functional outcome or (b) a potentiating moderation where higher service intensity will be associated with a stronger relationship between baseline neurocognition, social cognition, and subsequent functional outcome.

**Method**

Participants in this study were recruited as they were admitted to 4 community-based psychosocial rehabilitation programs in urban Los Angeles. The programs were part of a county mandated mental health initiative and were designed to provide integrated and comprehensive rehabilitative services.\textsuperscript{30} The services provided included mental health treatment, housing services, social and vocational rehabilitation, substance abuse treatment, and 24-h crisis response. Sites were also selected on the basis of data showing that they were comprehensive service environments that yielded significant improvements in functional outcomes over time.\textsuperscript{19,28,31} Participants were assessed at baseline on all study variables and again 6 and 12 months later on the functional outcome variables. At baseline, psychosocial and functional status data were generally gathered within 2 weeks of the neuropsychological and social cognition testing. The psychosocial interviews were completed by trained research interviewers who were blind to the neuropsychological results. Neuropsychological testers were blind to the scores on the psychosocial measures.

**Subjects**

The sample consisted of 125 individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder who completed
baseline test batteries including neurocognition, social cognition, and psychosocial functioning. Subjects were recruited and followed prospectively for 12 months from 1996 to 2000. Fifty-six percent of the subjects came from site 1, 16% from site 2, 16% from site 3, and 12% from site 4. Diagnoses were determined using clinical records, a Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition checklist, and collateral reports from the admitting clinician and on-site psychiatrist. Subjects were excluded if they met the criteria for alcohol or drug dependence in the previous 6 months or if they had an identified neurological disorder. One hundred and two subjects completed the 12-month protocol on the study variables (82% completion rate at 12 months). There was no statistically significant differential attrition across the program sites.

Descriptive data on the sample are reported in table 1. Over 65% of the sample is male, but this is similar to a sample of over 1750 adults with serious mental illness receiving outpatient rehabilitation services in Los Angeles in similar programs. There were no statistically significant differences between the completers and non-completers on the variables in table 1 or were there statistically significant differences across sites on those variables. According to data presented below, over 93% of the subjects’ total outpatient services during the study year were received from the agency from which they were recruited. To our knowledge, there was no site cross-over among subjects during the study period. All subjects signed an informed consent under protocols approved by the Institutional Review Boards at the University of Southern California, University of California Los Angeles, and VA Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System.

**Measures**

All psychosocial variables came from data gathered in face-to-face interviews conducted at a place of the subject’s choosing, typically at a program site or their residence. The interviewers were masters-level clinicians trained using a protocol described in detail elsewhere. They were trained on the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale using a protocol described by Ventura et al. The neurocognitive and social cognition data came from laboratory-based assessments in a facility designed for this study. We used summary scores for the neurocognition, social cognition, and psychosocial variables because we were interested in global rather than specific effects in these analyses.

**Psychosocial Measure.** The Role Functioning Scale (RFS), a scale of choice for this population, is a functional outcome measure that was administered during a semi-structured interview. Interviewer ratings of work, social functioning, and independent living from the RFS are used for this study, in accordance with procedures described by Brekke et al. The RFS provides anchored descriptions and captures both the quantity and quality of community-based functioning in that domain. After interview training, the intraclass correlation coefficient among 3 interviewers on the RFS items was >.8. In this study, we used the global score (ie, the sum of the 3 items). A principal components factor analysis of the 3 items found a single factor with eigenvalue greater than 1 that explained 55% of the item variance and supported the use of the global score.

**Social Cognition Measures.** Social cognition is measured in various ways in schizophrenia research. For the current study, we assessed affect perception as measured by the sum of following 3 scales: (1) the Facial Emotion Identification Test, (2) the Voice Emotion Identification Test, and (3) the Videotape Affect Perception Test. These tests and the procedures for administering them are fully described by Kee et al. All 3 require the subject to select 1 of 6 basic emotions.
Neurocognitive Measures. The neurocognitive measure in this study is a composite created to reflect verbal fluency, immediate (working) memory, secondary (episodic) memory, sustained attention, and mental flexibility. It was derived from 5 tests by summing the standardized scores. The 5 tests were the Controlled Oral Word Association Test, the Digit Span Distractibility Test, the California Verbal Learning Test, the Degraded-Stimulus Continuous Performance Test, and perseverative errors from the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test. Although these constructs are often represented as separate factors when multiple indicators are available, we represented the neurocognitive factor as a composite. A principal components factor analysis of the 5 scores revealed a single factor that accounted for over 53% of the total score variance.

Service Intensity. Service intensity was measured with a method successfully used in a previous study of similar sites. Intensity was measured as the number of days that an individual received at least one service contact from the admitting rehabilitation agency in the 365 days subsequent to admission to the study. The service contact data were gathered by staff on a daily basis for billing and administrative purposes and are subject to utilization review by County auditors. The units of service data are uploaded to a billing program that generates units of service billing data in 15-min increments. The service intensity data for this study came from the programs’ service data that is eventually transferred to the County billing system. In addition, we retrieved data on all mental health contacts from throughout the County mental health system for the study period on all study subjects. These data suggest that the vast majority (over 93%) of all outpatient service contacts from County and County-contracted agencies during the study year came from the rehabilitation agency to which the subject was admitted when they were recruited into this study. As expected, there was wide individual variation in the days and minutes of rehabilitation contact, with minutes and days of treatment received being highly correlated (Pearson’s r = .7). On average, clients were seen about twice a week, with an average treatment day representing over 2 h of service contact which is in line with our pilot data which showed that the sites were service intensive, and which validated our site selection protocol.

Statistical Analyses
Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) was used to test the study hypotheses. Advances in longitudinal research suggest that modeling should begin on the individual subject level. This allows for the assessment of both intraindividual and interindividual differences in change. The recommended approach is to model individual change across time and then examine the effects of covariates (eg, individual factors) to see if there are systematic differences in rate (ie, slope) of change. This 2-fold aim can be accomplished using growth curves and HLM.

HLM involves modeling at 2 levels. At Level 1, a least-squares regression equation is fit to each individual’s data across all time points (this equation is the growth curve). Each individual’s scores on the criterion (functional outcome) are regressed on time or a transformation of time. At Level 2, the Level 1 parameter estimates of the slope (in this case the linear slope) are treated as criterion scores and each is regressed on the covariate (in this study, neurocognition, social cognition, and service intensity). Final estimates of the growth curve parameters for each individual are derived via empirical Bayes estimation. Empirical Bayes estimation provides a composite procedure that uses both the information from each subjects’ data and the information from the covariate in determining final parameter estimates. That is, each individual’s growth curve parameters are estimated with a weighted combination of the Level 1 and Level 2 estimates (see Bryk and Raudenbush and Raudenbush and Bryk).

After individual curve parameters are estimated, hypothesis testing can be used to assess the fit of the group linear curves in the population, as well as the significance of the covariate interaction (for a detailed discussion, see Bryk and Raudenbush and Bryk).

In this study, there was interest in 3 covariates, neurocognition scores, social cognition scores, and service intensity. The central questions were whether these covariates were responsible for systematic differences in the intercept (the initial functional level at baseline) and in the growth curve rate (the magnitude of the slope of functional change over 12 months). All analyses were carried out with the HLM 6 software.

For each hypothesis, the Level 1 model was the same,

\[ y_{ij} = \beta_{0i} + \beta_{1j}t_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij}, \]

where \( y_{ij} \) is the RFS total score for the \( i \)th participant (\( i = 1, \ldots, N \)) at time \( j \) (\( j = 1, \ldots, J \)), \( \beta_{0i} \) is the \( i \)th participant’s intercept term, \( \beta_{1i} \) is their linear slope, \( t_{ij} \) is the linear coefficient (\( t = [0, 6, 12] \), and \( \epsilon_{ij} \) is the Level 1 residual. Various Level 2 models were specified to test the study hypotheses. Hypotheses 1 and 2 had the Level 2 model

\[ \beta_{0i} = \beta_0 + \beta_2 (\text{neuro}_i) + \beta_4 (\text{social}_i) + b_{0i}, \]

\[ \beta_{1i} = \beta_1 + \beta_3 (\text{neuro}_i) + \beta_5 (\text{social}_i) + b_{1i}. \]

In the above equations, \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_1 \) are the fixed effects for the intercept and linear slope, respectively, \( \beta_2 \) and \( \beta_4 \) are the fixed effects of neurocognition and social...
cognition on the Level 1 intercepts, $\beta_3$ and $\beta_5$ are the fixed effects of neurocognition and social cognition on the Level 1 slopes, and $b_{0i}$ and $b_{1i}$ are Level 2 residuals (also known as random effects). Hypothesis 1 focuses on $\beta_2$ and $\beta_4$ whereas Hypothesis 2 focused on $\beta_3$ and $\beta_5$. Hypothesis 3 was similar in form using only service intensity to predict the Level 1 intercepts and slopes. Hypothesis 4 had the 2 predictors as shown above and added service intensity as a main effect and as an interaction with the other 2 predictors. For Hypotheses 1–3, omnibus tests were followed by univariate tests only if the omnibus null hypothesis was rejected. For Hypothesis 4, the interaction terms were tested jointly first, followed by univariate tests.

**Results**

**Preliminary Analyses**

Before testing the study hypotheses, a number of preliminary analyses were completed. First, this study was predicated on the presence of rehabilitative change; therefore, unconditional HLM models were run to examine the rate of change in global psychosocial functioning over 12 months. The unconditional HLM models have no predictors in the Level 2 equations. There was a statistically significant rate of rehabilitative change ($\hat{\beta} = .77, t = 5.2, df = 124, P < .000$). Given that a one-point change in the RFS score is considered clinically significant, this rate of change over 12 months is clinically significant ($0.77 \times 2$). Importantly, each of the 4 sites showed statistically and clinically significant rates of change. Second, we wanted to examine the degree to which baseline scores on psychosocial functioning, social cognition, and neurocognition were related to days of treatment. This was to assess the degree to which certain clients select into more days of treatment or the degree to which staff differentially target certain clients for more treatment. None of these relationships was statistically significant (bivariate Pearson $r$ ranged from .05 to .12, $P > .15$ in all cases). This is in line with the treatment philosophy of the sites, which states that all clients should be given equal opportunities for change regardless of their level of functioning or existing deficits.

Third, we used an intent-to-treat method for all analyses by retaining clients in the sample if they had received more than 1 day of treatment over the 12-month study period. Twenty subjects who were consented and tested at baseline were eliminated from the analyses because they had no subsequent days of treatment. A comparison of the treated ($n = 125$) with the untreated sample ($n = 20$) on all baseline variables in table 1 revealed 2 statistically significant differences. The untreated group was higher than the treated group on independent living and neurocognition.

Fourth, we also wanted to examine whether each site had comparable levels of treatment intensity. While there was notable individual variation in the number of days of treatment received by clients (average no. of days = 89; SD = 56 days), the between-site variation in days treated was not statistically significant, although there was a trend for one site to be less intensive. In spite of this, even the least intensive site saw its clients on average more than once a week, and the top 50% of treatment utilizers at that site were seen more than 2 days a week over the 12-month study period.

**Hypothesis Testing**

The first step in testing Hypotheses 1 and 2 was to do an omnibus multivariate test of the 4 parameters (2 intercepts and 2 slopes). This test was statistically significant (see table 2). The second step in testing the hypotheses involved univariate tests of significance. Hypothesis 1 proposed that better neurocognition and social cognition scores at baseline would be significantly associated with higher levels of initial functional status (the intercept hypothesis). Table 2 shows that both neurocognition and social cognition scores were significantly related to baseline level of psychosocial functioning in the predicted direction. Specifically, better neurocognition and social cognition at baseline were associated with higher psychosocial functioning at baseline.

Hypothesis 2 stated that better neurocognition and social cognition scores at baseline would be associated with higher rates of functional rehabilitative change over 12 months (the slope hypothesis). The results in table 2 show that this hypothesis was supported. Higher neurocognition and social cognition scores at baseline predicted higher rates of rehabilitative change over the 12-month follow-along period. Hypothesis 3 states that more days of treatment will be related to higher rates of functional change. The results supported this hypothesis (see table 3). It should also be noted that neurocognition and social cognition are not related to the number

| Table 2. Neurocognition and Social Cognition as Predictors of Change in Functional Outcome (FO) over 12 Months of Rehabilitation |
|-------------------------------------------------|------------|------|-------|--------|
| Omnibus Test                                    | $\chi^2$  | df  | $P$   | Effect Size, $r$ |
| Level 2 Covariate                              |           |     |       |        |
| Neurocognition                                 |           |     |       |        |
| Intercept (FO)                                  | .255      | .086| 2.96**| .26    |
| Linear slope (FO)                              | .107      | .039| 2.72**| .24    |
| Social cognition                               |           |     |       |        |
| Intercept (FO)                                  | .134      | .033| 4.12***| .35   |
| Linear slope (FO)                              | .024      | .015| 1.63* | .15    |

* $P < .05$
** $P < .01$
*** $P < .001$; 1-tailed tests.
of treatment days but that neurocognition, social cognition, and treatment days are all related to rates of functional change. This suggests that the effects on outcome from these individual and service indicators are independent.

The final hypothesis proposed a moderator effect, such that treatment intensity would alter the relationship between social cognition, neurocognition, and rates of rehabilitative change. Prior to testing this hypothesis, we used the median to split the sample into high- and low-service intensity groups and then to compare the 2 groups to see if there might be sample characteristics that would confound interpretation of any moderator results. In terms of the variables in table 1, there were no statistically significant differences between the high- and low-service intensity groups (results available upon request). In testing this moderator hypothesis, we used days treated as a continuous variable when creating the interaction terms in order to preserve statistical power. Table 4 shows that the omnibus test was significant. From table 4 only the interaction terms are relevant to the moderation hypothesis, and the other results replicate the findings reported above. Concerning the moderation hypothesis, there are 2 notable results. First, as days of treatment decreased across subjects, the relationship between neurocognition and initial level of psychosocial functioning increased. Second, as the days of treatment decreased, the influence of social cognition on the rate of rehabilitative change increased at a trend level ($P = .06$). The second result provides some support for the compensatory moderation mechanism.

**Discussion**

This study examined the relationships between neurocognition, social cognition, and initial functional level and the rates of functional rehabilitative change in community-based psychosocial rehabilitation interventions for individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. We also tested a moderator hypothesis about service intensity. These findings have relevance to our understanding of the heterogeneity in functional rehabilitative outcomes, to our understanding of the conditions of rehabilitative change, and for the design of psychosocial interventions in the community.

Our first finding was that the initial level of psychosocial functioning was related to both social cognition and neurocognition at baseline. This cross-sectional finding corroborates a large body of literature showing that better neurocognition is associated with higher levels of psychosocial functioning in schizophrenia across a range of settings and outcomes.23 There is much less research on social cognition, but this finding corroborates those few studies as well.23 The effect size for social cognition was in the medium range, and for neurocognition, it was near the medium range. The magnitude of the effects are notable given that it has been argued that the impact of neurocognitive and social cognitive factors will attenuate as the outcomes become closer to real world functioning which is what was measured in this study.21,23 These findings further establish the ecological validity of the impact of neurocognition and social cognition on functional status and support notions that both capacities underlay successful functioning in the community for individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia. Cross-sectional relationships, however, do not suggest that any factor will actually influence rates of change in desired outcomes during an intervention. Change rate was the focus of the second study hypothesis.
While change in functional outcome is not consistently achieved in randomized studies of community-based psychosocial interventions for schizophrenia, when they do occur, there is large between-individual heterogeneity in the occurrence and rates of change in even the most effective interventions.\textsuperscript{2-14} The present findings suggest that when significant rehabilitative change occurs, pretreatment levels of neurocognition and social cognition both significantly influence the rate of functional rehabilitative change over 12 months. Specifically, higher neurocognition and social cognition scores at baseline predicted higher rates of functional change over the subsequent 12 months. This suggests that these are rate-limiting factors for rehabilitative change and must be considered when understanding the factors responsible for promoting change in psychosocial rehabilitation, and, further, that they offer one explanation for the wide heterogeneity in functional change for individuals who participate in effective community-based interventions. This study also provides support for the ecological validity of the relationship between neurocognition and functional rehabilitative change. While previous studies have identified neurocognition as a rate-limiting factor for aspects of behavioral change in the hospital, this influence has rarely been examined in the community-based contexts where most rehabilitation occurs.

Our findings on social cognition are the first to establish it as a rate-limiting factor for rehabilitative change. This suggests that better social cognition is important to improving rates of functional rehabilitative change in community-based interventions. In a previous study,\textsuperscript{19} neurocognition and social cognition combined in a causal model to influence community-based psychosocial functioning. Our present findings suggest that understanding how these factors interact in treatment to influence rehabilitative change could be a useful line of research.

We also found that greater service intensity was related to higher rates of improvement in functional outcome over time. This finding replicates earlier studies\textsuperscript{28,29} and lays the foundation for examining whether service intensity moderates the relationships between neurocognition and functional outcome, and social cognition and functional outcome.

Once a rate-limiting factor like neurocognition or social cognition is identified, it is important to understand the conditions under which it exerts its influence and also the degree to which the existing interventions can be altered to influence its impact. One of these moderating conditions is the character of the services delivered and, in particular, the intensity of service that has been suggested as a moderator of the rate-limiting influence of neurocognition.\textsuperscript{28} We tested for 2 possible moderating dynamics. Our results offered some limited support for the compensatory hypothesis where higher service intensity will be associated with a weaker relationship between baseline neurocognition, social cognition, and subsequent functional outcome. First, the relationship between neurocognition and initial functional status is weaker for individuals who had more subsequent days of treatment. This could be because individuals self-select into fewer treatment days when they experience greater rate-limiting impacts or practitioners decrease the intensity of their services when this relationship is palpable to them. Second, there was a trend ($P = .06$) for more treatment days to be associated with a weaker influence of social cognition on rehabilitative change. This has more direct relevance to our moderator hypothesis and could suggest that increased practitioner activity reflected in more days of treatment compensates or overrides the rate-limiting impact of social cognition on functional change. Further research is needed to understand the conditions that facilitate the integration of neurocognition and social cognition and how treatment variables and rate-limiting variables interact.\textsuperscript{56}

Overall, our results suggest that neurocognition and social cognition influence the initial functional level and the rates of rehabilitative change and that models of community-based psychosocial rehabilitation need to begin to integrate these factors into their services in several ways. First, practitioners and consumers could benefit from understanding that these factors do impact rates of functional rehabilitative change and that service factors alone cannot account for the individual heterogeneity in treatment outcomes. Second, this knowledge could be used as a foundation for service activities. For example, with relevant assessment, these factors could be used to identify individuals for whom functional change might be easier or more challenging. This can be used to educate both consumers and practitioners so that interventions can be more individually tailored and realistic change goals can be set. Rather than being used to delimit the rates of possible functional change, these assessments can be used to maximize individual change rates by minimizing practitioner and consumer frustration due to inaccurate goal setting and inappropriately low or high expectations for change. Third, there are psychosocial interventions available that are designed to compensate for neuropsychological deficits that have shown effectiveness in improving functional outcomes. Errorless learning\textsuperscript{27} and Cognitive Adaptation Training\textsuperscript{58} are central examples. Strategies for transporting and integrating these interventions into existing community-based rehabilitation services are needed.

Another issue with rate-limiting factors is whether they can be directly improved through treatment or intervention. In addition to compensatory interventions that are designed to take cognitive deficits into account, restorative interventions such as cognitive remediation are designed to improve underlying cognitive functions. Such approaches use systematically graded cognitive exercises and have shown some success in improving basic cognitive functions in the serious mentally ill.\textsuperscript{59,60} In
combination with other psychosocial interventions, cognitive interventions have yielded improved processing of social information. Cognitive remediation approaches are complementary to psychopharmacological approaches intended to identify and evaluate potential cognitive-enhancing drugs for schizophrenia and other major mental illnesses, as illustrated by the National Institute of Mental Health—Measurement and Treatment Research to Improve Cognition in Schizophrenia Initiative. Two recent studies on vocational intervention have shown that modest cognitive change is possible from remediation approaches and that combining cognitive remediation with psychosocial interventions is more effective in improving vocational outcomes than psychosocial intervention alone. However, it is not yet clear to what degree cognitive change is linked to treatment effects. This is a critical question for future experimental and observational studies.

Concerning social cognition, it is not yet clear whether compensatory or remediation strategies are best suited. There is early work suggesting that some aspects of social cognition respond to remediation strategies. It is clear, however, that social cognition must be a topic of investigation in terms of rehabilitation interventions, much as was begun with neurocognition over a decade ago.

There are several limitations to this study. First, there is a wide range of community-based psychosocial interventions. The generalizability of these findings across different models is unknown. Second, we did not test for specificity effects between distinct neurocognitive factors and discrete domains of functional outcome. Future research should address the specificity of effects between specific domains of neurocognition (eg, immediate memory) and distinct functional outcomes (eg, work or social functioning). Third, our measure of social cognition only reflects one aspect of the larger construct. Other aspects of social cognition such as theory of mind and attributional style were not reflected in our measure. Fourth, while we did not find site effects largely because our extensive pilot data gathering allowed us to select homogenous program sites, it is possible that some site effects were undetected. Fifth, there are other moderators that could be investigated in terms of their influence on the relationship between neurocognition, social cognition, and functional outcomes. Certain type of services, such as rehabilitation or case management, might have differential effects. Similarly, the character of the alliance between consumer and practitioner is also a potentially important moderator. Better understanding of these moderators could be integrated into service design and intervention development in order to facilitate rehabilitative change. Finally, Spaulding et al found a nonspecific impact of intensive rehabilitation on neurocognitive performance. Prospective measures of neurocognition and social cognition would allow for a test of these effects, and they would also allow for an examination of the degree to which changes in neurocognition and social cognition are linked to changes in functional outcome which is a critical area for future investigation.
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